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Abstract
Due to the growing demand for energy worldwide and the need to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, it is necessary to investigate new sources of energy. One of these sources is
nuclear fusion technology.
On nuclear fusion, a large amount of research is being carried out in small reactors in order
to build DEMO in the future, the first fusion power plant with the capacity to produce
electrical energy. For the operation of this plant, a series of energy requirements will be
necessary. These requirements will have high powers during very low times that it is
impossible for them to be provided by the network. Mainly it will be necessary power peaks
to feed the magnetic field system and the heating system.
To provide this energy it is necessary to use some type of storage system. And among all
these systems the most suitable is the use of supercapcitors. These supercapacitors are
relatively new systems that allow a large amount of power to be delivered. Also, if the
current trend is continued, in a few years new technologies will be developed that will
improve the characteristics of these supercapcitors. This makes it the most efficient
alternative to make DEMO work possible and prove that nuclear fusion energy can be the
future of energy.
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1. Introduction
Climate change produces an increase in global temperature and intensifies meteorological
phenomena. This is caused by greenhouse gases, whose main emitter is the production of
electricity. Nowadays, electricity production comes from non-renewable energy sources,
mainly coal and gas. As per the graphic below, in 2020 coal and gas produced around 33%
and 23% respectively [1].

Figure 1 Electricity production in the world (world in data BP Statistical Review of World Energy & Ember) [1]

On the other hand, another important source in electricity production is renewable energy,
which produces only 29% (solar, wind and other renewables) [1]. But it is a source with a
remarkable unpredictability. And additionally, the consumption of electricity in the world is
increasing due to the use of several new technologies like electric vehicles, smart devices,
or telecommunication.
For all of these reasons, it is now crucial to create a new way of producing a large amount
of energy with minimal environmental impact. One of these sources could be
thermonuclear fusion, which is clean, adjustable, predictable, and renewable. Nevertheless,
this new type of energy involves a series of challenges, such as the need of a storage system
to be able to carry out nuclear fusion. In this sense, on possibility is the use of
supercapacitors, which are a new way of storing energy that can provide an enormous
amount of energy in a few seconds.
This work is a bibliographic review with the purpose of evaluating the possibility of the use
of supercapacitors in a future nuclear fusion power plant. To do this, the operation and
energy requirements of a nuclear fusion reactor will first be addressed. Then different
storage systems will be treated to finish with the supercapacitors where they will be
evaluated in depth. And finally, the possible uses of supercapacitors in a future reactor will
be exposed.
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2. Fusion technology
The fusion technology is based on combining light elements together, namely the process
in which two light atoms fuse creating a new atom whose nucleus has a lower mass than
the original atoms. The difference in mass produces the energy that the reaction releases,
following Einstein’s mass-energy equivalence 𝐸=𝑚𝑐2. This can be written as (either fission
or fusion):
𝐸 = [(𝑚𝐴1 + 𝑚𝐴2 … 𝑚𝐴𝑘 ) − (𝑚𝐴1 + 𝑚𝐴2 … 𝑚𝐴𝑘 )] ∗ 𝑐 2
This reaction requires a determinate condition of higher temperature and higher pressure,
which is the most difficult problem to tackle in these reactors.
In this type of reactor, the energy is extracted as heat through a primary circuit of water in
an area of the reactor that is called divertor (Figure 3). Then, other circuits extract the heat
to the primary circuit. This is similar to a conventional nuclear fission power plant. However,
in the case of a fusion reactor, because of safety reasons and the resistance of the materials,
this reaction can only be maintained for a few minutes. Besides, the pulse time is different
depending on the reactor, as in the actual reactors this can last some seconds or minutes.
Nevertheless, in the DEMO fusion power plant the pulse time will be 2 hours.
In the reaction the temperature is over 150,000,000 K (material in a plasma state) [2]. This
temperature cannot be isolated by any material. For this reason, the reaction must be
limited and isolated by magnetic fields. In order to raise the temperature, a special device
is needed to start and maintain the plasma.
Around the world, current research in this area is aimed at developing new technologies
about fusion in order to, eventually, obtain energy from nuclear fusion plants. One of these
experiments is JT-60SA, which is an international reactor created by Europe and Japan, built
in Naka, Japan. It is designed to help to optimize plasma for future reactors; the pulses have
a 100s duration and a reactor volume of 135 m3 [3].
Another experiment is ITER, the most relevant at the moment. Now it is being built in
Cadarache (France), and, once it is finished, it will comprise a 800 m3 volume and will be the
first to produce 500 MWth (thermal energy) of fusion power [4], showing the integrated
operation of technologies for that kind of plant. And the last and most ambitious project is
the DEMOnstration power plant. This experiment is a collaboration among European Union
countries, and it aims to be the first plant to produce nuclear fusion power at a commercial
level. Currently it is merely a project, but it is expected to be comprised of more than 1000
m3 and to generate more than 2000 MWth [4]. The graphic below shows a representation
of these three reactors with their main values.
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Figure 2 A comparison of plasma volumes in JT-60SA, ITER and DEMO (the industrial demonstration reactor to follow ITER).
For ITER and DEMO, the thermal power released is also indicated [4]

Another piece of research, however less relevant, is RFX, which is contributing to the
scientific and technological challenges of the next two decades. It is in this framework
where this master thesis is developed.

2.1. Heating system
The reactor needs some systems to produce, maintain and control plasma. One of the main
requirements for fusion is to heat its particles to very high temperatures. For this to be
accomplished, a large amount of energy must be injected into the reactor. In future fusion
reactors, additional heating systems will only be required to cause ignition (creating burn
condition).
However, in this experiment, relevant power is not produced in the reaction; therefore,
external plasma heating is the only process to balance power losses. There are some ways
to heat the plasma. One is inherent to plasma movement: ohmic heating. Moreover, some
operations can heat plasma with external energy. The main two are radiofrequency heating
and neutral beam injector heating.

2.1.1.

Ohmic Heating

The magnetic fields used to control the plasma, and specifically central solenoid, create a
high electrical current through an induction process. This current produces energization and
collisions in electrons and ions. Collisions create an ohmic resistance that produces heat in
the reactor. However, if the plasma temperature increases, then the resistance decreases,
and in the same way the heating effect decreases. Ohmic heating raises temperature, but
5

it is limited to a defined level. For this reason, it is not enough, and therefore an external
heating is necessary.

2.1.2.

Radio frequency heating

The same way a microwave oven can heat food, and more exactly water molecules on it,
this process can raise the temperature in the reactor. Radio-frequency heating uses
electromagnetic waves of frequency that interact with the electrons and ions producing an
increase in the chaotic movement of particles. There are two different types of radio
frequency heating: ion cyclotron heating and electron cyclotron heating.
In the first one, ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH), the electromagnetic wave depends
on the scenario of 40 to 55MHz. In the ITER experiment each antenna will deliver 20MW to
plasma, which represents an important contribution of energy [4].
In the case of electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH), the frequency is 170 GHz. This
value is the resonant frequency of electrons whose movement transfers the energy to the
ions by collision. It involves less power than ICRH, but it can still deliver 1 MW (ITER) [4].
Nevertheless, the advantage of ECRH is that it heats a rather specific place in the reactor,
which enables to control instabilities in plasma.

2.1.3.

Neutral beam injector

Another process is neutral beam injector heating (NBI), where beams of high energy,
neutral deuterium or tritium atoms are injected into plasma, transferring their energy to
plasma by means of collisions with plasma ions. Before the injection, deuterium atoms must
be accelerated. However, only positive or negative particles can be accelerated, and due to
the magnetic fields in the reactor only neutral particles can be introduced. For this reason,
firstly NBI must remove an electron from the atoms in order to create an ion. Also, before
the injection to the reactor, the beam must cross a cell with a gas from which the atoms
regain their electrons. In the ITER plant, NBI can provide a beam with an energy of 16.5MW.

2.2. Magnetic fields
The temperature inside the reactor is too hot, no material can contain the reaction.
Fortunately, plasma in the reactor is so extreme that electrons escape from the atom
allowing the atoms with positive polarity to be confined by magnetic fields. Besides,
producing a fusion reaction requires to have a high plasma pressure, and this is also induced
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by magnetic fields too. In order to achieve this magnetic field, it is necessary to use some
coils and a high amount of energy so as to create the high magnetic field.
This magnetic system has a magnetic field created by a complex system of coils which is
aimed to maintain and control plasma. This is created by three different fields.

Figure 3 Conceptual view of the JA DEMO. Reactor parts. [5]

The first one is the toroidal field, which provides confinement in plasma. This field is created
by 16 Toroidal coils (in DEMO) as it can be seen in Figure 3 [6].
Secondly, the poloidal field provides the necessary balance to keep plasma in this position,
due to plasma tendency to escape. It also controls the shape of plasma.
Thirdly, the central field is created by the inner coils and provides with control. This is the
field that induces current in plasma because it acts as primary in a transformer, and thus
plasma as secondary.
Finally, it is worth to highlight the additional vertical and radial fields, which provide
balance, stability, and shape.

2.2.1.

Coils

One of the most important parts in the reactor are the coils. They provide with all the
necessary magnetic field. These magnetic fields are extremely high fields, with values
around 11.8T or 16T in ITER and DEMO, respectively. The current in each coil is extremely
high too, around 68-90kA (both in ITER and in DEMO respectively) in order to create these
fields. With this current, a small resistance in the coil entails an extremely high energy loss
causing high costs. For this reason, it is crucial to reduce the resistance in the coil; and the
7

best choice to achieve this is using a superconducting device. For the purpose to get to those
supercoils a cryogenic system is needed in order to cool down to 5 to 10 K in DEMO, using
LHe (liquid helium) at 4.5 K [7].
Indeed, the extreme values of these coils could be a problem. With the DEMO data, the
stored energy in a toroidal coil is around 146 GJ [6]. In the unlikely event of experiencing
issues with temperature (such as an increase the resistance and or thermal losses) or even
major problems in the reactor, the coils will require a fast discharge. This system is called a
fast discharge unit (FDU). The discharge must be fast but safe, because an excessively
prompt one could burn or damage the coils. The safety voltage maximum in each coil is
around 8.7KV. In this case, the voltage applied is specified by both the stored energy and
the duration of the coil discharge (time constant). In DEMO, this constant time is around
23.17s. In Figure 4 the coils’ configuration for DEMO can be observed. There is one FDU for
each coil and all FDU connect the coil terminals with ground through a resistance. Every
FDU has a circuit breaker and a discharge resistor (or dump resistor) with a resistance of
97.1mΩ [6].

Figure 4 Generic toroidal field circuit in DEMO [6]

2.3. Power system DEMO
In the DEMO experiment, the power is in the magnitude order of 2 GVA, with active power
of about 1 GW and with reactive power between 0.5 and 2 GVAR. These values depend on
the technology used to power up the coils or the heat system) [8]. These power
requirements are due to the characteristics of the reactor.
In terms of the main power connections with the grid, it can be highlighted that each part
has different consumption levels and various requirements. These specificities will be
further developed below.
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Steady state electrical network

The steady state electrical network (SSEN) is needed to connect different loads, which could
be present in a normal electric power production plant. Unlike the rest of the loads that are
needed only during the operating cycles, this one requires constant consumption.
One of the constant consumptions is the cryogenic plant. In ITER, this part is a feeder
cryogenic system which produces two cooling flows. One the one hand, a flow contains
liquid He at 4,5 K cools the coils creating superconductors required in order to produce the
magnetic fields. On the other hand, the second flow contains liquid N2 at 80K that is used
as thermal shielding and to liquid He leading to the precooling of the cryogenic plant [7].
SSEN also feeds the vacuum system which creates the vacuum pressure. In some parts of
ITER, this vacuum is also used. The main place is the torus reactor because it needs certain
conditions to produce plasma 10-6Pa. Another important part is the cryostat system,
requiring around 10-4Pa. Finally, the NBI needs 10-7Pa [2] [9].
The pump system is needed in the primary and secondary cooling loop. Finally, all systems
are used in order to monitor and control plasma.

2.3.2.

Additional heating

Additional heating is the system which includes all devices that provide with energy to
produce plasma. They use the energy to start and then maintain the reaction. In DEMO, NBI
Heating will probably use a new modular multilevel converter technology (MMC) in order
to feed in different voltages all, the system parts but still it is not sure. As it can be seen in
Figure 5, the MMC uses a medium voltage grid to create three different buses at 167KV. It
will create 137, 334, 500 KV buses in dc and one more that is created to ionize source [10].
During the neutral beam injection process, a breakdown of the accelerator grids may
occurs, after which the power supplies must be shut down. Then, within 130 ms, these must
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be switched on again. This operation could be a problem in a supply power system [11].
While the power heating in DEMO is still under definition, it is believed that consumption
will likely be between 30 to 50 MW.

Figure 5 ITER/MITICA NBI Electric circuit modular multilevel converter technology [10]

Electron cyclotron is another relevant consumption to heat plasma (by means of radio
frequency heating). In DEMO, eight clusters will be connected to a 64 gyrotron with 128
MW installed. Nevertheless, the total power will never be used at the same time. For
example: assisted plasma break-down 5 – 8 MW, start-up ramp-up to burn 70 MW, plasma
control 30 MW, radiative instability control 70 MW etc [10].

2.3.3.

Coils power supply

In order to contain and control plasma, a magnetic field must be created. As explained
above, there are three types capable of creating up to 13T. The main problem to supply the
coils is the large amount of energy needed during the different stages as to initiate and
maintain plasma. The first phase is ‘premagnetization’, where the coil needs a lot of energy.
Then comes the ‘fast rise’ phase, where the current decreases down to 0. The next phase is
the ‘slow rise’, where intensity is reversed and starts plasma followed by the ‘flat top’ phase
where the cycle is maintained. Finally, the last phase is ‘decay’, in which plasma is burned
out.
Besides, the amount of reactive power is too high to be sent to the HV grid. For this reason,
it represents one of the major issues in terms of supply in the reactor.
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The traditional design of feeder reactor coils is based on thyristor converters. It is used in
ITER, and it is called switching network unit (SNU). This circuit can supply up to 8,5 KV, which
are necessary for plasma initiation, before the pulse TCB is closed and the other branches
are open. Then the current is diverted into the first resistor bank, allowing the rise of high
voltage required to initiate plasma. As it can be seen in Figure 6 the TCB is connected in
parallel with the resistance series R1, and R2, whose connection is possible through RMS
[12].

Figure 6 The SNU circuit diagram [12]

Nevertheless, in the case of DEMO, traditional SNU connection can produce a huge amount
of reactive power, for instance more than 2,5 GVar exclusively during a plasma pulse [13].
Similarly, it is very complicated to supply the amount of active power and a rather complex
system of reactive power compensation is required. These are very likely the reasons why
magnetic energy storage, and the new technology of transfer system (MEST) are used, such
as Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES). As it can be seen in Figure 7 the design
intends to use the SMES in coil power supply system inside fusion reactors. KC is a coil used
as a storage system, and when LC (a reactor coil) needs energy, it gets connected either to
S1 and S4 or to S2 and S3. These switches are Insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT) and
allow connecting or disconnecting high amounts of energy and high voltage. And C is the
capacitor bank acting as an intermediate energy storage between LC and KC. Finally, there
is power supply (PS) which provides with the required energy to start and maintain plasma
[13].
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Figure 7 Principle scheme of the magnetic energy storage and transfer system (MEST) [13]

2.3.4.

Turbine generator

Turbine generator is the most important connection because it produces energy. However
due to the pulsed nature of DEMO operations, it can be problematic to inject pulsed energy
to the grid. In the breeding blanket, the reactor produces water at high temperatures.
Certainly, in order to use this large amount of energy two options exist: direct and indirect
coupling.

Figure 8 Left: indirect coupling primary heating circuit; Right: Direct coupling primary heating circuit [42]

In what it comes to direct coupling, it connects the breeding blanket with the primary heat
transfer system and power conversion, producing energy in pulses (see Figure 8). In this
case, it includes a small energy storage system which always keeps the generator
synchronized with the grid.
In terms of indirect connection, in this case the Breeding blanket feeds an energy storage
system, which is connected to the turbine, enhancing the stabilization of the generation
curve (see Figure 8). When the reactor is active, the storage system heats salt, which is
essential to maintain the heat in the secondary circuit when the reactor is shut down.
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2.4. Storage requirements
As already highlighted, the nuclear fusion plant comprises requirements that cannot be met
by the grid, and an energy storage system is needed to supply this energy and stabilizing
the power profile demanded. Furthermore, this storage system needs specific requirements
to supply the different sections of the fusion reactor.
In summary, the reactor needs some supply in steady state (section 2.3.1.) which does not
need a storage system because it is a constant demand, and it can be directly connected to
the grid. During the generation (section 2.3.4.), it could require a storage system which
would use heat energy from molten salt.
Another important facility are additional heating systems (section 2.3.2.), which supply
direct current in high voltage and require power only when the reactor is active. Sometimes,
these can experience a large power requirement in milliseconds needing thus to use some
type of storage to feed it. The energy feeder is composed by two elements. First, a
substation based on thyristor voltage regulating and star-point controlling technology; and
second, a feeder in direct current high voltage allowing the direct connection to the storage
system in the dc bus [14] [15] [11].
The last element is the coil power supply system (section 2.3.3.), which needs a storage
system in most reactors. It will be especially relevant for DEMO, as energy requirements are
notably irregular due to the essential stage of starting and maintaining the plasma.

Figure 9 Example plots of the power demands of various power plant components in DEMO [16]
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With these consumptions, you can see the Figure 9 profile that each of these consumptions
would produce with their respective powers in each of the periods of the reactor cycle.
Profile that needs to be stabilized with the use of storage systems.
All these power energy connections must be supplied by the grid at 400 kV level. A plausible
value of short circuit power –arbitrary but consistent with the actual European scenario–
could be around 15 GVA [8]. With this value, an admissible limit on the voltage drops at the
power transmission grid connection point, sourced by the DEMO operation. It could be of
1.5% in steady state and of 2% during transient events [8]. Taking these data into account,
a storage system is convenient to provide with a large amount of energy in just a few
seconds, mainly from feeder to coils and in a feeder heating system [17].
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3. Storage system
In this section, different storage options will be evaluated emphasizing the possible
applications and challenges for feeding the coils and the heating systems.

3.1. Energy storage system
3.1.1.

Hydropower

The first option consists on storing energy with the help of hydropower energy. If the plant
location has very specific orographic characteristics, it could store a large amount of energy
and power, probably around hundreds of MWh and tens of MW. Nevertheless, even if the
orographic allows it, the response time is too long which prevents it from supplying the
energy in the required time [18].

3.1.2.

Thermal storage system

Further possible options could be thermal storage or phase change, which offer a possible
solution when used in generation. In this system, energy is used to heat or change the phase
of a material, such as salt. This system is usually preferred when the energy is in heat form.
However, in this case it could also be used to replace heat for electricity. Nonetheless with
this system the response time is worse than hydropower, so it is not a wise, useful option
for feeder coils and heating systems [19].

3.1.3.

Flywheels

Flywheels is a system used in some fusion reactors as ITER or JET and it can be a better
option than the previously exposed. Its system stores energy in an inertia disc by means of
this simple equation:
1
𝐸 = 𝐼𝜔2
2
Nowadays JET uses three flywheel generators providing with a peak power up to 400 MW
and energy up to 2600 MJ into the coils in the fusion reactor triggering the start of plasma.
The integrated rotor flywheel –or inertia disk–, whose diameter is 10m, weighs 650 tons.
These types of storages use firstly a motor connected to the grid with the purpose of
starting the rotation and secondly a generator to extract energy when required. Besides,
the flywheel must have minimal friction in order to improve efficiency. Depending on the
system, this can be achieved in different ways. In many cases the flywheel is located in a
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vacuum chamber so as to avoid air friction. In other cases, it is found 'levitating' thanks to
magnetic bearings that allow it to rotate without friction. All these systems assume an
energetic cost reducing the system’s efficiency [20] [21].

3.1.4.

Batteries

Batteries are a system that allows storage of high amounts of energy by means of a chemical
reaction. Nevertheless, it can be highlighted that both the power and the number of cycles
are lower than in the previously described systems. Although there are others, the
nowadays most storage systems are made with Li-Ion and Lithium solid-state which are the
best suited most used materials. The energy density is between 100 and 265 Wh/kg, the
power is from 250 to 340 W/kg and the number of cycles goes from 400 to 1200 cycles [22].

Another remarkable option are supercapacitors which will be developed in the next section,
followed by its application for DEMO.
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4. Supercapacitors
Supercapacitors, also known as ultracapacitors or electro-chemical capacitors, are relatively
new energy storage devices with a bright future. The production of energy storage is simple,
as it consists in creating an electric field between two electrodes. The main difference
between supercapacitors and conventional capacitors is that the first ones have higher
energy density, as they count with a larger electrode surface area coupled with a much
thinner electrical layer between electrodes and electrolytes. Nevertheless, the physical
principle is the same. The important aspect about supercapacitors is the use of materials
with larger surface areas –as electrode– and lower thickness of dielectric electrolytes in
order to obtain a very high value of capacitance; indeed, it can result several orders higher
than a traditional capacitor. For this reason, supercapacitors obtain higher energy density
with higher power density, which is in fact the characteristic of common capacitors. Thus,
these could be used in the same way as a traditional battery, but with a much longer lifespan
[23] [24].

4.1. Physical principles of operation
Within the conducting electrodes, capacitors need a dielectric material that separates both
electrodes. Opposite charges are compiled on both electrode surfaces while the capacitor
radiates voltage between the electrodes, so that the charges are kept separate in the middle
of the electrodes thanks to the dielectric materials. This process gives rise to an electrical
field through the distance between the charges and so it creates a potential field which
contains this potential energy. According to the double layer theory, the area of the
electrolyte is divided into two layers. The first one is the Helmholtz layer, which is closer to
the electrode, and it is where the charged particles adhere; and the other one is the diffuse
layer.

The ratio between charge stored Q and the voltage applied V is the capacitance C (Farad).
Usually, C is inversely proportional to the distance D separating the electrodes and directly
proportional to the surface area A of both the electrodes. Other constants are the dielectric
permittivity constant 𝜀0 and the relative permittivity insulator between anode and cathode
𝜀𝑟 . Finally, the most important aspect of a capacitor: the energy stored. The amount of
energy E that the capacitor could store is varies directly to its capacitance C and square of
its voltage V [23] [24].
𝐶=

𝑄
𝑉

𝐶=

𝜀0 ∗ 𝜀𝑟 ∗ 𝐴
𝐷

𝐸=

𝐶𝑉 2
2
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4.2. Types
Supercapacitors could be separated in 3 areas: electric double layer capacitors (EDLC), false
capacitators –also known as pseudocapacitors– and hybrid capacitors.

Figure 10 The classification of electrochemical capacitor technologies and energy storage mechanisms [25]

As it can be seen in Figure 10, these three types differ on the type of load that each one
has. The main feature which makes them different is the use of Faradaic system, nonFaradaic system, or combinations. The first one, faradaic system, the energy is produced by
the chemical reaction produced in the cell in addition to the potential energy. This faradaic
charge transfer originates by a very fast sequence of reversible faradaic redox,
electrosorption or intercalation processes on the surface of suitable electrodes. These
chemical reactions are not used in non-Faradaic systems and neither has a faradaic process.
The charge is distributed along the surfaces, without chemical reactions [23].
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In double-layer electric capacitors, storage is produced thanks to electrostatic energy
because of the separation of positive and negative charges into two layers between both
electrodes. According to the manufacturer, this separation of charges in the double layer
approximates to the order of nanometers. For proper operations, the most relevant feature
is a large specific surface area used to achieve high capacity when charging the double layer.
During the discharge phase, the ideal EDLC voltage decreases linearly. Moreover, the energy
stored in the ideal EDLC varies proportionally as well as the square of the voltage. Carbon
and its derivatives have been used in EDLC electrodes. Usually, charges are stored by EDLC
through surface absorption, so they discharge a higher power density, namely a longer life
cycle but with lower energy density, which makes them rather similar to capacitors.
Three types of EDCL can be pointed out depending mainly on the material used in the
electrodes: activated carbon, carbon nanotubes and carbon aerogels [25].

Activated carbon
Activated carbon is a type of carbon with a surface area especially high thanks to the
porosity of its surface. Indeed, in 1g the surface can approximately reach values from 1,000
to 3,000 m2. Besides, the shape used in the electrodes is a carbon with very low-density and
high-porosity, allowing it to achieve high double-layer capacitance. Solid activated carbon
is the most commonly used material for the electrode of supercapacitors, and indeed it can
be cheaper than other carbon derivatives. It is produced from activated carbon powder
pressed into a specific shape in order to form blocks composed by large amounts of pores.
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Batterytype
Hybrids

Surface area of the electrode measures around 1000 m2/g. This enhances the formation of
a typical double layer capacitance of approximately 10 µF/cm2 and a specific capacitance
from 80 to 150 F/g [25].

Carbon nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes, also sometimes known as buckytubes, are a type of carbon molecule
with tubular nanostructure. Its shape is similar to a hollow cylinder with walls made of
graphite layers of one atom thick. These layers are rolled at very specific directions because
the combination of angle and radius will affect key factors such as electrical conductivity,
electrolyte wettability, or ion access. Nanotubes are classified as single-walled nanotubes
(SWNT) or multi-walled nanotubes (MWNT). MWNT have one or more outer tubes
wrapping successively a SWNT. Every SWNT has cylinders with a diameter range from 1 to
3 nm. In general, MWNT have slightly thicker coaxial walls, which are spaced of 0.34 nm and
placed closer to the interlayer distance of graphene. In terms of nanotubes manufacture, it
can be pointed out that they are made with the purpose of growing vertically on the
substrate of the collector. Their typical lengths are between 20 and 100 µm [26]. Due to the
highly wettable surface area and its high conductivity, these devices can significantly
improve condenser efficiency.
Carbon nanotubes and activated carbon can store roughly the same charge per unit area.
However, the nanotubes’ surface is set in a regular pattern, providing with better
wettability. SWNT has a high theoretical surface area of 1315 m2/g, while the one from
MWNT is slightly lower and it is determined by the cylinders’ diameter and by the level of
nesting. In perspective, the choice activated carbon could mean increasing the surface area
to approximately 3000 m2/g [26]. However, the previous ones have higher capacitance than
activated carbon electrodes.

Carbon aerogel
Carbon aerogel is a very light, synthetic material with high porosity that is extracted from
an organic gel in which the liquid part of the it has been replaced by a gas. Thus, aerogel
electrodes are manufactured by pyrolysis of resorcinol-formaldehyde aerogels and hold
higher conductivity values than the previously mentioned activated carbons. Thanks to the
gels, it is possible to get very fine electrodes –whose thickness would be around a hundred
microns–, with a uniform pore size. Aerogel electrodes also feature structural stability and
vibration resistance, which are remarkably helpful aspects for supercapacitors used in high
vibration environments. Carbon aerogel electrodes can also possess various favorable
characteristics, such as gravimetric densities from 400 to 1200 m2/g, a volumetric
capacitance of 104 F/cm3, specific energy production of 90 Wh/kg and specific power of 20
W/g [27]. Aerogel electrodes usually count with a double layer capacitance. However, if
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aerogel electrodes incorporate other types of composite materials, then these can also
enhance the pseudocapacitance characteristics.

4.2.2.

Pseudocapacitors

This exchange of faradaic charge is triggered by a very rapid cycle of reversible faradic redox,
electrosorption or intercalation processes. In order to success, these take place on the side
of the appropriate electrodes. Pseudocapacitance is based on electron charge transfer
between the electrolyte and the electrode from a de-solvated and an adsorbed ion. The
adsorbed ion does not react chemically with the electrode atoms (as no new chemical bonds
are created) because the charge transfer is the only process taking place. Faradaic
pseudocapacitance only appears together with double-layer static capacitance.
Pseudocapacitance and double layer capacitance contribute inseparably to the amount of
total capacitance. Pseudocapacitance value increases with regards to surface area, to
materials and to electrodes’ structure. For instance, taking a certain surface area it is
interesting to highlight how pseudocapacitance allows higher capacitance available than
double layers do. Also, the quantity of electrical charge potentially stored by
pseudocapacitance is linearly proportional to the voltage in them. Compared with EDLC,
these devices can typically obtain over 100 times higher energy density in the same given
area [28].

Conducting polymers
Pseudocapacitance is based on electron conducting polymers. Contrary to transition metal
oxides or others, these conductive polymers, such as polyaniline, polythiophene,
polypyrrole, and polyacetylene, have less reversibility in the reactions using redox processes
and involve faradaic charge transfer. However, this feature limits their stability during the
cycle. The afore mentioned electrodes employ electrochemical doping or de-doping of the
polymers with anions and cations. Aiming to achieve higher power density and capacitance,
the common configuration is usually polymer type n / p, with one electrode negatively
charged (n-doped) and one positively charged (p-doped).

Metal oxides
Another type of material generally used in pseudocapacitors are transition metal oxides.
Many metal oxides such as ruthenium (RuO2), iridium (IrO2), iron (Fe3O4), manganese
(MnO2) or some sulfides such as titanium sulfide (TiS2) or mixtures between them, can
generate faradaic electron transfer reactions with reduced internal resistance. One of the
best examples of pseudocapacitance is ruthenium dioxide (RuO2) mixed with sulfuric acid
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electrolyte (H2SO4). This composition allows the pseudocapacitator to dispose of a
charge/discharge possibility of nearly 1.2 V per electrode [29]. In addition, these elements
have a very good reversibility in redox reactions, allowing a life cycle comprising many
hundreds of thousands of cycles. Indeed, this pseudocapacitance arises from a reversible
redox reaction with some oxidation stages with superimposed potential. Most electrons
jump from the valence orbitals of the electrode. Electron transfer is actually fast, and it can
be accompanied by high current values. The electron transfer reaction takes place according
to [29]:
𝑅𝑢𝑂2 + 𝑥𝐻 + + 𝑥𝑒 − ↔ 𝑅𝑢𝑂2−𝑥 (𝑂𝐻)𝑥
During charge and discharge stages, H + (protons) are added or removed from the RuO2
crystal lattice, generating energy storage without any type of chemical transformation.
Then, OH groups are deposited in form of stratum on the surface of the electrode and
remain in the Helmholtz layer. This is due to the fact that the voltage of the redox reaction
is proportional to the state of charge. In this case, the reaction behaves like a capacitor
rather than a battery, and the voltage on it is largely independent of the state of charge.

4.2.3.

Hybrid capacitors

The last type of supercapacitor are hybrid capacitors. These converge elements from EDLC,
pseducapacitors, and a conventional batteries. This type of storage delivers a higher
amount of capacitance than a supercapacitor or a pseudocapacitor and can store more than
typical supercapacitors. Nevertheless, it holds less density power than a supercapacitor and
the number of cycles is lower than the ones from a conventional capacitor.
There are three different hybrid capacitors: composites, asymmetrics and battery types. A
composite hybrid is forged up with carbon composite and hierarchical nanostructures.
Specifically, the positive electrode is made with carbon composite while the negative
electrode is made with carbonized iron-polyaniline/nickel graphene foam. The asymmetric
hybrid usually has one vanadium dioxide electrode and another with carbonized ironpolyaniline. Since it uses two different electrode materials, the major advantage is that it
can extend its operating voltage window further from the decomposition voltage of
electrolytes.

4.3. Electricity values and batteries of supercapacitors
Supercapacitors are composed by low-voltage components. For them to operate correctly,
voltage is required to remain within previously specified limits. Rated voltage is the
maximum short-circuit voltage, or peak pulse voltage, that can be continuously applied and
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kept in the safe temperature range avoiding deterioration. To avoid risky situations, these
should never be subject to voltages higher than the nominal for a certain time.
In addition, the nominal voltage has a safety factor with the purpose of avoiding the
electrolyte breakdown voltage, otherwise this element would decompose. The breakdown
voltage of the electrolyte divides the solvent molecules that separate in the Helmholtz layer,
for example, by decomposing water into H and O molecules. This leads to the fact that
solvent molecules cannot separate the electrical charges from each other and voltages
higher than the rated voltage can induce hydrogen gas or provoke a short circuit.
Usually, supercapacitors having aqueous electrolyte have a nominal voltage from 2.1 to 2.3
V, and with organic solvents from 2.5 to 2.7 V. Lithium-ion capacitors with doped electrodes
can have a voltage nominal from 3.8 to 4 V. However, their usual voltage limit is lower,
which is approximately 2.2 V. Finally, supercapacitors with ionic electrolytes have an
operating voltage of 3.5 V [30].
The use of supercapacitors at values lower than the nominal voltage can increase the
deterioration of this, while it maintains its electrical values over time. By keeping internal
resistance and capacitance values stable throughout its life cycle, its service life and its
charge/discharge cycles can both be extended.
For higher application voltages it is required to connect cells in series that add up to the
necessary values. Actually, this aspect is not problematic due to the low voltage resistance
among the supercapacitors’ terminals. Due to the manufacturing processes, each
component differs slightly in capacitance value and equivalent series resistance, so it
becomes necessary to actively or passively balance them so as to stabilize the applied
voltage and evenly charge and discharge cells. Passive balancing connects resistors or Zener
diodes in parallel to each cell (see below Figure 11 a,d). Despite its low efficiency, the
passive balancing method is very useful for low power applications where equipment costs
are limited.
In this sense, the charge shunting method is a classic control strategy for switched resistor
circuits. The operating mechanism is rather simple, as it consists in the derivation of the
charging current to the equilibrium resistance when a cell is fully charged, as shown in
Figure 11 b.
Finally, the most efficient balance but the most expensive can be seen in Figure 11 c, in
which every cell is connected only when it is necessary.
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Figure 11 Cell equalization circuits. (a) Resistor. (b) Switched resistor. (c) DC/DC converter. (d) Zener diodes [31]

4.4. State of the art
Despite the fact that supercapacitors currently represent a relatively new storage system,
not few companies and technological brands have already made this type of storage. Some
examples worth to mention could be the ones developed by MAXWELL TCHNOLOGIES, EAS
ELETTRONICA, SKELE+ON TECHNOLOGIES, or ZOXCELL. Mostly, these storage systems are
purposedly created for transport vehicles, due to the charge and discharge requirement,
with both the maximum power and the minimum weight. A lot of vehicles are used in
electrical system stabilization, in hybrid, and micro hybrid systems, and obviously in electric
vehicles plug-in. Other important applications that can be highlighted are grid and microgrid
applications, which are used for fast frequency regulation, voltage stabilization and power
stabilization. These systems are also widely used in the integration of renewables, in solar
and wind intermittency smoothing and in peak shaving. Finally, it is worth to mention that
supercapacitors are also operated in various devices and projects such as industrial
equipment, space rockets or uninterrupted power systems.
These actual supercapacitors can operate in temperature ranges from -30ºC to 65ºC, with
trends reaching the range from -40ºC to 85ºC. The value of capacitance is usually between
1F and 1000 F but it decreases when the total power of the capacitor is around 1 MW. The
energy density now is 20 Wh/kg and the power density is 30 kW/kg, and finally, the
efficiency is 95% which represents a much higher value than other kinds of storage [32] [33]
[34].
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[35]
These are commercialized in multiple ways. In terms of reduced power and energy needs,
all brands provide with cells with different sizes and specificities. For medium power and
energy needs, there are some cell groups that depend on brands, also known as packs or
modules, which are the most commonly used in applications. In what it comes to big
amounts of energy and power, the last element to mention are packs or big grouping of
cells, the biggest storage systems. These need passive or active balance –this last one more
often– and a system to control all cells.

4.5. Future technologies
A new kind of electrolyte has been recently created. It is a mixture of aqueous and nonaqueous electrolytes, such as gel polymers. These electrolytes boost improvements in some
properties, such as ion conductivity, applicable temperature range, and others. These also
enable electrolyte to get better energy density or rate performance. There are some
different types such as aqueous and gel polymer hybrid or aqueous and organic hybrid. The
reason why research about electrolytes started was to create a better supercapacitor [24].
Due to their technical advantages, such as high power densities or exceptional cycle
stability, the choice for supercapacitors is certainly increasing, along with the number of
applications for them. This means there is a lot of research and development going on at a
high pace aiming to create new materials or new ways of manufacturing supercapacitors
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every year. As it can be seen in these graphics, the evolution in these decades and shows a
trend with increases every time both in terms of power density and energy density [36] [37].
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Figure 12 The energy and power performance Left: The trend of energy density; Right: The trend of power capability [35]
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5. Supercapacitors in DEMO
In this section, the reasons proving that supercapacitors are the best option for storage in
DEMO will be discussed. Then, an analysis of the best ways to connect them in a future
DEMO plant by means of current technology will be explained.

5.1. Why supercapacitors are the best option
Among all the options studied, supercapacitors are system able to offer the most power in
the minimum space. Thermal storage system is discarded due to two reasons: its slow
response and the complexity of the needed system to convert heating energy into
electricity. Hydropower and batteries have good characteristics in energy storage, but they
do not contain enough power. For all of these reasons and high power requirements, the
other options such as flywheels and supercapacitors, are better as it can be seen in Figure
13Figure 12.

Figure 13 Plot to compare the performance of various energy storage devices or Energy storage systems [38]

While it is true that flywheels could be a good option, as it has been proven for other
reactors, in this case power requirements are so high that it is better to use supercapacitors
technology. Probably, around 60 tons would be required to supply the facilities with
supercapacitors, but even 220 tons would be required with flywheels. As a last detail, not
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only the efficiency is higher with supercapacitors, but also in case of failure it is easier to
replace them in a modular way [39].

5.2. Best supercapacitor type
Currently, among all the possible types of supercapacitors the most efficient choice would
probably be EDLC (Figure 14). These are the ones with the largest power capacity, compared
to pseudocapacitors and hybrid capacitors which count with more energy storage capacity
and less power.

Figure 14 Different types of supercapacitors [40]

One type of EDLC could be carbon electrode and organic electrolyte which have 6.6 kW/kg
of density power. However, in the future this choice may change due to the fast evolving
environment of technology changes and perhaps there will be other materials or production
forms implemented that may imply better storage values.
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5.3. Possible use in DEMO
The use of the supercapacitors in a large nuclear fusion reactor, as it has been discussed, is
necessary in two main systems, the magnetic field system, and the heating system.

5.3.1.

Magnetic field system

The first and the most important use is to supply central solenoid and poloidal solenoids
peaks.

Figure 15 Conceptual scheme of the MEST in DEMO [8]

This connection is very simple, as it can be seen in the figure above. The grid supplies an
AC/DC converter creating a DC bus which supplies another DC/DC converter and the feeder
of each coil. The converters are based on an active front end that replaces diodes with IGBT
to reduce the amount of harmonics. The DC bus connects the capacitors to supply the peaks
of power. With this system, the power peaks could be reduced; but in order to connect
them to the network, it would not be enough in the case of the CS. Nowadays,
supercapacitors technology is not enough to accomplish CS needs. In the case of CS, another
option is the magnetic energy storage and transfer system, a new system to store energy
that can provide with energy. The operation consists of connecting another coil in parallel
or antiparallel to the CS and, in the intensity, peaks would use the energy of the coil and
would slowly feed this coil from the network [8].

5.3.2.

Heating system

Heating system has further relevant power requirements. Firstly, NBI has high needs of
power in just a few seconds or milliseconds. For this reason, it needs to use supercapacitors
to feed it. However, the supercapacitors’ connection within the technology of modular
multilevel converter circuits, which in facts are charged with feeding the NBI, has not yet
been studied or simulated.
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Figure 16 ITER/MITICA NBI feeder [10]

Nevertheless, the best option can probably be connecting supercapacitors in the DC bus,
close to the MV grid. Therefore, instead of having the connection in high voltage 800–
1000 kV it results in medium voltage, as it can for instance be seen in Figure 16 which shows
the connections in ITER. Indeed, it is imperative to have a capacitor bank in each one of the
three DC buses [8].
Finally, one last use is radiofrequency systems. In this case, it does not need to be powered
within a few seconds, but it could be necessary for storage to reduce the peaks too. Power
is around 1MW, but the response time is relatively slow, and contrary to NBI, in this case it
may not be necessary [41].
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6. Conclusion
In this work, the storage needs of a future nuclear fusion plant such as DEMO have been
discussed. Supercapacitors’ functioning and their possible applications in a reactor of these
characteristics have also been exposed.
DEMO will require a series of powers impossible to provide by the network both for the
magnetic field system and for heating systems. With the current characteristics of
supercapacitors and their future evolution. It is feasible to use this technology in DEMO and
it will probably be the cheapest and most efficient solution. However, at present,
supercapacitors have a low capacity to store large amounts of energy. However, it can be
expected that if the trend continues in a few years this capacity has increased considerably
and this is the best option for DEMO with a huge difference compared to other storage
systems.
All in all, this paper has presented an approximation to solving potential problems and
issues thanks to research and development carried out by different technological centers
and Universities around the world. Certainly, the future of nuclear fusion seems more
hopeful than ever, as they might be worthy used as energy source.
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